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Note :- Attempt questions from all Sections as per directions.

SECTION-A

1. Attempt all Parts : (2x10=20)

(a) Discuss the role and responsibilities of the trainer.

(b) What are assessment centres?

(c) Give snapshots oftraining practices.

(d) Discuss the approaches to training and development.

(e) Define learning principles facilitatingtraining"

(0 What are Complementary Transactions ?

(g) Enlist different training methods. Write in brief abouttwo
of them.

(h) Discuss various room-layouts used in training sessions.

(l) What do you understand by career management ?

0) What is the importance of strategic training in 2 I d century ?

SECTION-B

2. Attempt any three Parts : (10x3=30)

(a) Discuss various models oftraining effectiveness in brief.

(b) Discuss various steps in the process of Training Need

Analysis.
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(c) Discuss the characteristics of rearning organisations.

(d) Discuss systems approach to training and development.

(e) what is Training Module ? Discuss the criteria for selecting
teaching airls in training

SECTION-C

Note :-Answerthe following questions in detail : (r0x5=50)

3. DefinetheTrainingplan.whatarethecognitiveandBehavioral

methods oftraining ?

OR

Discuss the steps in designing training program.

4. Discuss the TNA cycle of events. AIso discuss the output of
TNA.

OR

Discuss the role of learning in organisation. Elaborate what is
experimental learning theory.

5. what is work-Life Barance ? Explain the role of a manager in
career management.

OR

Elaborate employee deveropment process. what are the
implications of this process forfuture planning ?

6- Discuss various interventions used by the organisations in order
to facilitate transfer of training.

OR
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Discuss various models of career development. How do the

organisations analyse the effectiveness of such models ?

7. Discuss the future ffends defining the training objectives of

training. What gole does the environment play in ascertaining

the effectiveness of training ?

OR

How does competence of trainer impact the outcome of TNA

and training evaluation ?
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